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DAHLIAS

Supplemental List

1924

Doty Dahlia Gardens
A. C. Doty
Blasdell, Erie Co., N. Y.
and
Williamsville, N. Y.
P. O. 35 Daisy Place, Buffalo, N. Y.
New and Standard Varieties of Dahlias
from
Doty Dahlia Gardens, Blasdell, Erie Co., N. Y.

Dear Patrons:

It gives me pleasure to submit a number of new dahlias possessing merit. To obtain conciseness superlatives have been avoided they are inadequate; words fail in describing their beauty, I truly feel they will not disappoint. Stock is quite limited in a number of cases hence an early order is advisable. Will accept a reasonable responsibility. With a feeling of sincere fellowship to you all, it is my desire to serve you faithfully and carefully.

Sincerely,
A. C. Doty.
Doty Dahlia Gardens

Feb. 15th, 1924.
P. O. 35. Daisy Place, Buffalo, N. Y.

DECORATIVE DAHLIAS

Each

ANNA MAIER—Giant decorative in varying shades of pinkish red to yellowish red. 1.50
BILLIE BURKE—Large yellow shaded pink .75
BONNIE BRAE—Immense size, sulphur yellow to cream white shaded pink 1.25
BREAK O' DAY—Large sulphur yellow shading sulphur white. .50
C. C. MOORE—Orange buff .75
CHALLENGER—English var, good size, crimson, edged and shaded creamy buff .50
CHOICE—Medium size, reddish old rose golden suffusion. .50
DAKOTA—Very large, coral red, coppery suffusion. 2.00
DARLENE—Very profuse and early, light pink and white. .35
DUCHESS OF BRUNSWICK—Large, bronze and yellow. .50
DUCHESS DE VENDOME—Purest white, beautiful camellia form. .75
DECORATIVE DAHLIAS (Con't.)

Each

EARLE WILLIAMS—Largest size, brilliant scarlet tipped white. 2.50
ENCHANTRESS—Holland introduction, salmon rose golden suffusion. 2.50
EVENTIDE—Good size, delicate color, flesh pink to white. .50
FRANK A. WALKER—Large deep pink and white, free. .35
GLOIRE DE VERDUN—French dec, very large cardinal red. .50
GLORIEUX—Large golden yellow deepening to orange bronze center, usually tip of white. 2.00
KITTY DUNLOP—very large American Beauty shade of carmine rose. 2.50
LE GRAND MANITOU—Large, light rosy lilac heavy splashes of purple. .50
LUCERO—Good bronzy yellow. .35
MASTERPIECE—Yellow to orange salmon .35
MINAMOTO—Very large brilliant scarlet 1.00
MILLIONAIRE—Very large lavender shading light. 1.00
MRS NAT SLOCOMBE—Good size, bright distinct yellow. .75
MRS WARNAAAR—Immense size, delicate color, pink shading to white. .75
POLAR STAR—Large pure white. .75
PRINCESS MARY—Beautiful shade of rosy pink. .50
REDUPPLICATA—French decorative, crimson, tip of white, serrated, medium size. .35
TARZAN—Large brilliant scarlet, metallic sheen. .75
TERRA COTTA—Good size, name implies color. .50
W, D'ARCY RYAN—Large beautiful purple regularly tipped and marked white .75

CACTUS DAHLIAS

(H. C. denotes hybrid cactus)

BOQUET ROSE—Dwarf, clear rose, long narrow petals. .30

(Cont’d on next page)
CACTUS DAHLIAS (Con’t.)

Each

CALIFORNIA BEAUTY H. C.—Copper and amber, dainty. 1.00
CRYSTAL—Dainty pink to white. .35
CIGARETTE—Large creamy white and pomegranate red, variable. 2.50
JEAN CHAZOT or GAY PAREE—Good size, golden bronze and red. 1.75
F. W. FELLOWES—English, large coral red, deeper center. .75
MRS. ETHEL F. T. SMITH, H. C.—Creamy white with lemon center, large. 1.75
MRS. J. I. DUPONT, H. C.—Very large crimson. .40
MRS. C. COOPER—Large creamy salmon. .40
RHEINKONIG—Good white. .25
SHIRLEY BROWN, H. C.—Large size old gold, orange shading. 1.75

PEONY DAHLIAS

CAMILLE FRACHON—French var, large with distinct color of analine, garnet center. .75
CANONICUS—Deep mauve. .30

SHOW DAHLIAS

CLARA SEATON—Golden orange. .50
HERO. ENGLISH—Fine stem and size crimson maroon. .30
MRS. C. D. ANDERSON—Rosy crimson, large and fine. .50
MAD SCALABRE—Good white. .30

POMPON DAHLIAS

ALEWINE—Rosy white delicately tinted lavender. .25
BLUMENFALTER—Very fine rose, quilled. .25

SINGLE DAHLIA

VILLE DE ANDUZE—French, unique shade of crimson cream yellow and maroon, fern-like leaves. .25